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EIS funding reflects strength of exploration industry  

 

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) has welcomed today’s announcement by the 

Minister for Mines and Petroleum, Hon Bill Johnston MLA, detailing the recipients of the most recent round of 

the Exploration Incentive Scheme’s (EIS) co-funded drilling program.  

A total of $6.74M in grants is being offered to 47 companies and prospectors, with 25 being AMEC 

Members.  

“The competitive Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS) program is a significant Government investment into 

mineral exploration drilling, offering up to a 50 per cent refund for eligible projects,” said AMEC Chief 

Executive Officer, Warren Pearce. 

“It helps exploration companies to leverage matching private funding to undertake innovative greenfield 

exploration drilling.” 

“To see 107 applicants submit proposals for this round reflects the current strength of the resources and 

exploration industries, as well as the confidence mining companies see in future of the sector in WA.”  

“On the back of promising discoveries, interest in Western Australia’s abundant mineral prospects is steadily 

increasing, reflected in the continued popularity and availability of programs like the EIS,” said Mr Pearce. 

22 of the 47 successful explorers are searching for critical or battery minerals such as nickel, lithium and rare 

earth elements, showing a strong preference toward minerals needed for clean energy technologies. 

“It is fantastic to see strong interest in emerging critical minerals in Western Australia. The current market 

suggests a strong future for these minerals, and this can only mean good things for the industry and Western 

Australia.” 

A 2021 Government-funded study found that every $1 million invested, stimulates exploration activity which 

generates $10.3 million in direct benefits for Western Australia.  

“This huge interest in the program, as well as the continued support by the Government should provide 

investors with confidence needed to invest in Western Australia’s flourishing resources and exploration 

industries,” said Mr Pearce.  

“If you ever needed a sign that Western Australia’s resources sector is as strong as ever, this is it.”  

Round 26 of the drilling series and Series 4 of the EAP are open for applications on August 1, 2022. For 

more information, visit https://www.dmirs.wa.gov.au. 
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